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Abstract
Purpose – The purpose of this study is to determine the contamination level in natural water resources because the tremendous development in
the agriculture sector has increased the amount of contamination in natural water sources. Hence, the water is polluted and unsafe to drink.
Design/methodology/approach – Three types of sensor arrays were suggested: parallel, star and delta. The simulation of all types of sensor array
was carried out to calculate the sensors’ impedance value, capacitance and inductance during their operation to determine the best sensor array.
The contamination state was simulated by altering the electrical properties values of the environmental domain of the model to represent water
contamination.
Findings – The simulation results show that all types of sensor array are sensitive to conductivity, �, and permittivity, � (i.e. contaminated water).
Furthermore, a set of experiments was conducted to determine the relationship between the sensor’s impedance and the water’s nitrate and sulphate
contamination. The performance of the system was observed where the sensors were tested, with the addition of distilled water with different
concentrations of potassium nitrate and potassium sulphate. The sensitivity of the developed sensors was evaluated and the best sensor was
selected.
Practical implications – Based on the outcomes of the experiments, the star sensor array has the highest sensitivity and can be used to measure
nitrate and sulphate contaminations in water.
Originality/value – The star sensor array presented in this paper has the potential to be used as a useful low-cost tool for water source monitoring.

Keywords COMSOL 4.2, Electromagnetic simulation, Nitrate, Planar electromagnetic sensor array, Sulphate, Water contamination

Paper type Research paper

1. Introduction
Our water supplies might be contaminated by foreign
substances, such as nitrate, phosphate, sulphate and others
(Kassam et al., 2009), that could have adverse effects on
health. These foreign substances come from industrial areas,
agricultural land and animal feedlot waste (Kassam et al.,
2009; Liste et al., 2012). The detection of pollutants known as
nitrates and sulphates, which exist in natural water resources,
is of ultimate concern in this research. Excessive intake of

nitrates could affect the function of platelets in human blood,
as mentioned in Park et al. (2013) and Lidder and Webb
(2013). The capability of red blood cells in carrying oxygen in
infants is also reduced, and could lead to fatalities owing to
excessive nitrate intake (Bryan and van Grinsven, 2013). The
intake of water that contains more than 200 mg/L of sulphate
could make the water taste bitter (Raja et al., 2013). Sulphate
causes the pH of natural water to drop as the concentration
increases (Carling et al., 2013). A low pH value caused by
sulphate may increase the rate of dissolving minerals in water
and then lead to excessive mineral contamination in natural
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water (Lenoble et al., 2013). Existing water pollution
detection methods are spectrophotometry (Ball et al., 2011),
ion chromatography, electrochemical sensors (Aravamudhan
et al., 2007), fibre optic (Akki et al., 2012) and biosensors.
However, the existing detection methods have their
drawbacks, such as the need to prepare extra reagent, they are
not portable, expensive, require tedious working steps,
consume time and have bulky instrument size. Hence, this
research aims to model and optimize a low-cost sensor array
based on planar electromagnetic sensors that can be used as an
in-situ measuring system, and has rapid measurement and
reliable results.

2. Sensor based on planar electromagnetic
sensor
Planar electromagnetic sensors are used mainly to determine
the inspection of near-to-the-surface properties, such as
dielectrics, permeability and conductivity, as reported in
(Sheiretov et al., 2009; Goldfine et al., 2002). Planar
electromagnetic sensors have been used widely in many
applications, such as food safety, bacterial content of seafood
and non-invasive monitoring of industrial and medical
applications (Mohd Syaifudin et al., 2012). This is due to the
different magnetic susceptibility and dielectric properties of
each material (Müller et al., 2011; Korostynska et al., 2012;
Yunus and Mukhopadhyay, 2011a). The fabrication of these
sensors was carried out using Altium 6 designer and a printed
on circuit board (PCB).

2.1 Basic meander and interdigital sensor
Application of a meander-type sensor could be found in a wide
range of production areas such as dairy product (Gowen et al.,
2007) and a PCB fault (Yamada et al., 2003). The
meander-type sensor consist of two circuits, namely, exciting
circuit and sensing circuit, which are being placed next to each
other (Wakiwaka et al., 1996; Norhisam et al., 2008). The
exciting circuit is driven by high-frequency alternating current
(AC) supply to allow the induction of eddy current on the
circuit (Yamada et al., 2003; Norhisam et al., 2008; Wakiwaka
et al., 1996). On the other hand, the sensing circuit will pick
up the variation of magnetic flux that was produced
(Norhisam et al., 2008). Faraday’s law states that a voltage will
be induced in the conductor that is being placed in a moving
magnetic field (Radi and Rasmussen, 2013).

Various areas of investigation, such as photosensitive
detectors, surface acoustic waves, humidity sensors and
sensors for chemicals and gases, use interdigital electrodes
(Mohd Syaifudin et al., 2012). The estimation of dielectric
material properties for seafood, leather and phthalates in water
using planar interdigital sensors have been reported in Zhao
(2013), Mukhopadhyay et al. (2008) and Zia et al. (2013).
The operating principle of planar interdigital sensors is similar
to the principle of parallel plate capacitors, where one side is
driven by an AC voltage source and another side is connected
to the ground (Mukhopadhyay, 2013). Planar interdigital
sensors are similar to the digit-like or finger-like periodic
pattern of parallel in-plane electrodes, which are used to build
up the capacitance that depends on an electric field that
penetrates the medium under test (Mukhopadhyay, 2013; Zia
et al., 2013).

Previous work on a single planar electromagnetic sensor
utilized independent component analysis (ICA) as an
estimation method (Yunus et al., 2012). The main problem in
the latter work was that the measurement had to be repeated
many times to provide a sufficient dataset for the analysis
based on ICA. As a result of the aforementioned
disadvantages, this work intends to show that the total number
of measurement cycles can be reduced by introducing a planar
sensor array with three different array configurations –
namely, parallel, star and delta – which would have different
sensitivities. The sensor array configuration with the best
sensitivity is investigated in the next section.

2.2 Planar electromagnetic sensor array
The meander sensor and interdigital sensor were combined in
series to form a novel planar electromagnetic sensor (Yunus
et al., 2012). The overall dimensions of the meander sensor
are 20 � 20 mm with five square loops. The distance between
any outer loop and the neighbouring inner loop is 0.5 mm.
With regard to the interdigital sensor design, the sensor had
five positive electrodes and four negative electrodes. The
widths of the positive and negative electrodes were set at 0.5
and 1.0 mm, respectively. The design is shown in Figure 1. An
interdigital sensor with wider negative electrodes proved to
improve the overall response (Yunus and Mukhopadhyay,
2011b; Yunus et al., 2012). The ground plate was located at
the bottom and under the interdigital sensor. The ground
plate dimension size was 8 � 10 mm.

Figure 2(a) shows the overall design of the parallel sensor
array and the locations of the sensors, S1, S2 and S3, which are
connected in parallel with the input source signal. The
distance between two neighbouring sensors is 10 mm. The top
part is marked in blue, showing the connection of the planar
meander and the interdigital sensors, while the bottom part is
marked in red, showing the connection of the ground
backplane. The surface mount device (SMD) resistors, R1

(120 k�), R2 (120 k�) and R3 (120 k�), are connected in
series with S1, S2 and S3, respectively, through the ground.
The output voltage for each sensor is measured. The output
voltages for sensors S1, S2 and S3 are VR1, VR2 and VR3,
respectively. The input voltage is marked as V1. The overall
dimensions of the sensor are 80 mm long by 47 mm wide.

The design of the star sensor array is shown in Figure 2(b).
The difference between the parallel sensor array and the star

Figure 1 Planar electromagnetic sensor design: a) top; b) bottom
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sensor array is only the placement of the S1, S2 and S3 sensors.
The star sensor array design shows that sensor S2 is located
45° from the sensor S1, and S3 is located �45° from S1.
Sensors S2 and S3 are separated by an angle of 90°, as shown
in Figure 2(b). The delta sensor array is composed of the same
S1, S2 and S3 sensors. The format of the delta sensor array can
be seen in Figure 2(c). Sensor S2 is set as the reference, and
sensor S1 is placed �45° from the top of sensor S2, while S3 is
placed 45° from the top of sensor S2. Sensors S1 and S3 are
separated by an angle of 90°.

3. Principles of measurement
The equivalent circuit for planar electromagnetic sensors is
shown in Figure 3. The sensor was connected to a function
generator, Vg(t), where, Rg is the output resistance of function
generator, Rms is the real part resistance of the sensing coil
(meander), Xms is the imaginary part reactance of the sensing
coil (meander), Ris is the real part resistance of the interdigital
sensor connected in series and Xis is the imaginary part
reactance of the interdigital connected in series.

For the circuit in Figure 3, R1 represents the series surface
mount resistor connected to sensor S1, in which the nominal

value is 120 k�. Hence, the root mean square (RMS) value of
current through sensor S1 can be calculated from:

I1 � V3�1 �0°/R1 (1)

where, I1 is the RMS value of current through sensor S1, and
V3�1 is the voltage across the surface mount resistor.

By introducing equation (1) into equation (2), the
impedance of sensor S1 could be obtained directly:

Ztotal,1 � V1��1/I1�0° (2)

where, V1 is the voltage across sensor S1. Hence, using the
same procedure, the total impedance for sensor S2 and sensor
S3 could be obtained.

4. Sensor modelling
In this section, all types of planar electromagnetic sensor array
were simulated in three dimension, using COMSOL
Multiphysic 4.2 under an AC/DC module. The sensor arrays’
impedance was calculated for different electrical properties

Figure 2 (a) Design of parallel sensor array based on the combined meander and interdigital sensors; (b) the combined meander sensor design
of star-array based and interdigital sensor and (c) design of delta array based on the combined meander and interdigital sensors

Figure 3 Equivalent circuit of planar electromagnetic sensor
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values. Figure 4 illustrates the geometry and boundary set
conditions for a parallel sensor array.

An electrical circuit is introduced to the model, which is
used to represent the electrical components involved inside
this model. The model consists of one subdomain known as
“material under test”. The subdomain in this model uses the
same system equation, as given by:

J � �� � j	��
�r�� � Je (3)

where J is the current density, E is electric the field intensity,
� is the electrical conductivity, �r is the relative permittivity of
medium, �
 is the relative permittivity of air and Je is the
external current density. In this model also both electric and
magnetic fields are considered. Hence, the vector of field
produced consists of both electric and magnetic fields, which
could be expressed as follows in equations (4) and (5):

E � ��V � j	� (4)

B � �  A (5)

where, A is the magnetic vector potentials. Meanwhile, the
electric scalar potential of the conductor is noted as V. The
PCB board and copper track subdomain were set as continuity
boundary equation as below:

n · �J1 � J2� � 0 (6)

in which, J is noted as the current density. The outer surface
boundaries of both PCB board and copper track need
magnetic and electrical insulation, as expressed by:

n  A � 0 (7)

�n · J � 0 (8)

Exceptions were set for two sets of boundaries, with electric
potential condition (V � 10 V ) and electric ground condition
(V � 0 V ), as shown in Figure 4. The boundary port of the
sensors gave the impedance value of the sensor. Hence, the
impedance ZS1 for sensor S1 can be found from the following
formula:

ZS1 � Vinduced1/I1 (9)

where, Vinduced1 is the voltage induced across sensor S1, I1 is
the current that flow through sensor S1. ZS2 and ZS3 for
sensors S2 and S3, respectively, can be calculated by the same
process.

Considering the model circuit of the planar electromagnetic
sensor in Figure 3, the capacitance and inductance can be
determined from the impedance of the sensor, when the
medium is set to air (i.e. �r � 1, �r � 1, � � 0). The total
magnetic energy stored could be used to calculate the
inductance of the sensor. The inductance of sensor S1 can be
obtained by using equation (10):

LS1 � (2 · Wm)/�I1�2 (10)

where, LS1 is the inductance value at sensor S1, Wm is the
magnetic energy stored in sensor S1 and I1 is the current
flowing in sensor S1.

Therefore, the capacitance value of sensor S1 can be
obtained by substituting equations (9) and (10) into equation
(11):

CS1 � �1/�4�2f 2��Xtotal,1�2 � �2�fLS1�2�� (11)

where, CS1 is the capacitance value at sensor S1, LS1 is the
inductance value at sensor S1 and Xtotal,1 is the impedance of
sensor S1. Hence, using the same set of equations, the

Figure 4 Geometry and boundary set conditions of parallel array configuration
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inductance and capacitance values of sensor S2 and sensor S3

can be obtained.

4.1 Simulation result
The simulation was carried out with frequency values ranging
from 1 kHz to 24 MHz. Figure 5 depicts the simulated electric
and magnetic fields of a star sensor array at a frequency of
2 kHz. The operation of fringing electric field and magnetic
field sensors is governed by the electroquasistatic field and
magnetoquasistatic field, respectively, under approximation to
Maxwell’s equations (Sundara-Rajan et al., 2005). It can be
concluded that the magnetic fields are concentrated on the
meander sensor, where the magnetic fluxes can be seen clearly
at the meander surface. The electric fields terminate at the
interdigital sensor area, where the electric potential
distribution value is the lowest. The electric and magnetic
fields are concentrated on the interdigital and meander-type
sensors, respectively, as can be seen in Figure 5. As illustrated
in Figure 5, if the electric field energy stored is higher than the
magnetic energy stored in the material under test, the electric
field is concentrated in that region, and vice versa. The
simulation results of the sensor arrays revealed that the
magnetic and electric fields are highly balanced at around
1.05 � 103 V/m and 2.06 � 10�5 T, respectively, as shown in
Table I. The electric and magnetic field distribution for each
sensor in an array is balanced for a star sensor array, with a
tolerance of �10 per cent.

The total impedance values of the sensor arrays are shown
in Figures 6 and 7. From the result obtained, it can be seen
that the impedance values decreased with increasing
frequency for all types of sensor array, based on planar
electromagnetic sensors. This shows that the characteristics of
the sensors were dominated by capacitive effect. Based on the
electroquasistatic approximation, the system is capacitive

when the electric energy stored in the system is higher than the
magnetic energy stored, and the electric field is irrotational,

�� 
¡
E � 0� (Sundara-Rajan et al., 2005).

5. Discussion on simulation result under change
of properties of material under test
In this simulation work, the sensor array output signal
(impedance) is estimated, taking into account the interaction
between each sensor array with a clean water sample and
contaminated water samples. The properties of clean water
can be represented by electrical properties values of

Figure 5 (a) Electric and (b) magnetic field distribution for star array configuration

Table I Average magnetic and electric field values for the planar sensor arrays

Type of
electromagnetic field

Parallel sensor array Star sensor array Delta sensor array
S1 S2 S3 S1 S2 S3 S1 S2 S3

Electric field (V/m) 1.33 � 103 1.23 � 103 1.55 � 103 0.98 � 103 1.04 � 103 1.13 � 103 0.91 � 103 1.11 � 103 0.90 � 103

Magnetic field (Tesla) 4.21 � 10�4 3.83 � 10�4 5.14 � 10�4 1.92 � 10�5 2.04 � 10�5 2.22 � 10�5 2.02 � 10�5 2.53 � 10�5 2.01 � 10�5

Figure 6 Total impedance versus frequency, obtained from
COMSOL-simulated models for parallel sensor array under different
electrical conductivity, �, values of the medium, and for star sensor
array under different values of relative permittivity, �
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conductivity � � 5.5e-6, relative permeability �r � 1 and
relative permittivity �r � 82. To account for contaminated
water samples, the conductivity, relative permittivity and
relative permeability values were varied.

Based on Figure 6, it can be seen that total impedance
response of parallel sensor array decreases as the conductivity,
�, increases at this point. Other electrical properties were set
as constant or unchanged (i.e. �r � 1, �r � 82). Figure 7
shows the graph of total impedance versus frequency when
sensors with star and delta configuration arrays are tested. It
can be seen in Figures 6 and 7 that the sensors are sensitive to
material changes, and can be used as estimators of material
properties changes. Figure 6 depicts the total impedance
responses of a star array sensor, where the relative permittivity
of the medium under test was changed and the conductivity
and relative permeability values were kept constant; i.e. (�r �
1, � � 5.5e-6). The total output impedance response obtained
for a star array decreases with decreasing relative permittivity
value. Furthermore, the star array’s total output impedance is
also sensitive to conductivity value change, as shown in
Figure 7. It can be concluded that the impedance of all types

Figure 8 Inductance and capacitance values
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of planar electromagnetic sensor array is sensitive to changes
in conductivity and relative permittivity (i.e. contaminated
water).

When dielectric or conducting materials are placed in an
electromagnetic wave, some parameters will be altered. The
velocity of the travelled wave is one of the parameters that is
altered and could lead to phase delay or resonant frequency

delay (Sundara-Rajan et al., 2005). The degree of alteration
will depend on the electric and magnetic fields in the region.

The signal strength and sensitivity of the planar
electromagnetic sensor array can be improved by achieving a
design with the highest electrical inductance and capacitance
using air as a medium. Figure 8 depicts the inductance value
against frequency for the simulation, using air as a medium for
parallel, star and delta array configuration. In addition,
Figure 8 also shows the capacitance values for all simulated
models by using air as a medium. Theoretically, the values of
inductance and capacitance are estimated to be constant for
all frequency ranges (Felic et al., 2013).

As can be seen in Figure 8, the skin frequency appeared at
a frequency of 4.6 MHz, which caused the value of both
inductance and capacitance to drop as the frequency
increased, owing to the skin effect (Felic et al., 2013). The skin
effect caused the current to be concentrated only at the edge
of the conductor, which could lead to the decrease in capacity
of the conductor to allow the current to flow. However, the
star array configuration shows the least amount of inductance
and capacitance decrements, as shown in Figure 8b.

6. Experimental setup
Potassium nitrate and potassium sulphate solutions were
prepared with different concentrations (5, 25, 75 and 100
ppm) and were used to test all types of sensor array. Before the
experiments were conducted, all the sensor arrays were
sprayed with Wattyl Killrust Incralac, to provide an acrylic
resin-based protective coating layer. Each sensor’s impedance
for the different solution samples was recorded, and the
impedance sensitivities of each sensor were calculated by the
following equations:

Impedance sensitivity (%) �
��Ztotal_s�sample � �Ztotal_s�distilled�

�Ztotal_s�distilled
 100

(12)

where, (Ztotal_s)sample is the impedance of the prepared sample,
and (Ztotal_s)distilled is the impedance of distilled water which
served as a control.

Figure 9 Experimental setup for planar electromagnetic sensor

Figure 10 Average impedance sensitivity with different
concentrations of nitrate solution, and different concentrations of
sulphate solutions, using star sensor array
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Figure 9 illustrates the experimental setup used, which
consists of a function generator that provides 10 V
peak-to-peak voltages at each terminal sensor, a four-channel
oscilloscope that was linked online to a PC and a holder to
hold the sensor that was immersed in the beaker of prepared
samples. The oscilloscope was interfaced to a PC where the
output signals and the sensor’s impedance were recorded and
calculated consecutively using the LabVIEW software. In the
experiment, the frequency increased per decade, from 1 kHz to
24 MHz.

7. Experimental result and discussion
Figure 10 depicts the average impedance sensitivities for
different concentrations of nitrate and sulphate solutions,
respectively, for a star array configuration. From Figure 10, it

can be seen that the average impedance sensitivity responses
vary with the different samples of nitrate and sulphate
concentrations. Basically, for the star array sensor, the average
impedance sensitivity value decreases as the concentration of
nitrate and sulphate solution increases from 5 to 100 ppm, as
can be seen from the total impedance in Figure 11. This shows
that the presence of contamination has increased the
conductivity of the water samples. At the same time, the
permittivity of the medium under test also increases with
the increase in contamination level.

The level of agreement between the simulation impedance
response and experimental impedance response suggests that
the planar electromagnetic sensor array is actually sensitive to
electrical property changes in the water samples. Figure 12
shows the model circuit of the individual planar
electromagnetic sensor (Hofmann et al., 2005). The
impedance of the sensor circuit consists of the protective
capacitance CP, the water sample capacitance CE and the
water sample resistance RE. L is the inductance of the planar
coil. The capacitor CC represents constant parasitic
capacitances. The model explains how the experimental
results have more complex results when compared to the
simulation, although both results show that the impedance
decreases if the conductivity and relative permittivity
decreases.

Based on the impedance sensitivity that has been calculated
using equation (12), the star configuration array can distinctly
differentiate the different concentration of nitrate or sulphate,
as shown from the total impedance in Figure 11. The
selectivity was considered for the sensor arrays, where the best
sensor was determined based on the highest average sensitivity

Figure 12 Application model for individual planar electromagnetic
sensor in the star sensor array

Vin

L

CC

Cp

CE RE

Table II SII for individual planar electromagnetic sensor

Parameter S1 S2 S3

Parallel array
Nitrate
ppm 5 25 75 100 5 25 75 100 5 25 75 100
SII 37.31 53.34 57.28 56.34 42.14 57.28 41.43 55.02 65.59 76.89 63.20 40.79

Sulphate
ppm 5 25 75 100 5 25 75 100 5 25 75 100
SII 176.98 67.18 73.92 68.07 73.75 55.31 80.63 71.84 36.82 24.17 35.67 37.94

Star array
Nitrate
ppm 5 25 75 100 5 25 75 100 5 25 75 100
SII 29.61 30.05 46.72 46.72 44.69 50.97 59.56 64.30 38.70 48.72 62.50 48.45

Sulphate
ppm 5 25 75 100 5 25 75 100 5 25 75 100
SII 34.74 55.39 65.98 70.04 35.86 49.34 53.64 57.39 33.16 47.42 41.22 41.85

Delta array
Nitrate
ppm 5 25 75 100 5 25 75 100 5 25 75 100
SII 63.71 28.03 11.74 14.50 42.96 205.23 248.15 209.46 128.55 55.63 200.99 254.55

Sulphate
ppm 5 25 75 100 5 25 75 100 5 25 75 100
SII 70.37 75.79 78.56 78.51 672.68 835.74 939.59 928.61 809.08 998.54 1144.49 1134.26
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results. From Figure 10, it can also be seen that there are
changes in the average impedance sensitivity percentages sign
at a high frequency of approximately 4.6 MHz. This change in
percentage sign is a result of the skin effect that occurred, as
the values of inductor and capacitor across the sensors
decrease when the frequency increases (Felic et al., 2013).

To measure the output signal strength from an individual
sensor and interference from other sensors in the planar sensor
arrays, the sensitivity interference index (SII) is introduced, as
shown by the following equation:

SIIn �
1
N �

m�1

N �ZDS= � Zn

ZDS=
 100� (13)

where n is the sensor number in the array (1, 2 or 3), ZDS= is
the total impedance from the other sensors in the same array
in the contaminated water, Zn is the impedance of the specific
sensor in the same contaminated water and N is the number of
total points in the measurement. The SII measured the
interferences between each sensor. A low SII value indicated a
low amount of interference between each sensor. Table II
illustrates the SII value for all planar array configurations.
Based on Table II, it can be seen that the star array
configuration has less interference as compared to other
configurations, where the SII is around 48.5 per cent.

8. Conclusion and future research work
Based on the result obtained, the simulation result could
determine the pattern and the intensity of the electromagnetic
waveform. The impedance of the sensor arrays under different
electrical property values for a range of frequency values was
also simulated. The star array configuration is seen to be more
sensitive when compared to parallel and delta array
configurations, where the values of the capacitance and
inductance are calculated to be 1 mH and 1.3 nF, respectively.
The simulation results were verified in the experiment, where
a star array planar electromagnetic sensor can be used to
detect the nitrate and sulphate contamination in water
sources, where the SII is around 48.5 per cent. For the
experimental results, it is assumed that the electrical property
values are unknown, and the highest changes of impedance
towards different contamination levels were observed from the
star sensor array. In the future, an artificial neural network will
be used to estimate the level of contamination of water
samples taken from natural sources, such as rivers or lakes.
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